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Perfect Gifts for All
Family Furnishings
Winner of the 2013 Nobel Prize in
Literature and one of our most
beloved writers, Alice Munro brings
us twenty-four of her most accom-
plished, most powerfully affecting
stories, many of them set in the terri-
tory she has so brilliantly made her
own: the small towns and flatlands of

southwestern Ontario. Her stories deftly shine a light on
men and women, parents and children, friends and
lovers as they discover sex, fall in love, part, quarrel, suf-
fer defeat, set off into the unknown, or find a way to be
in the world. Family Furnishings ($30, Knopf,
9781101874103) is a fine example of Munro’s ability to
say more in thirty pages than an ordinary novelist is
capable of in three hundred.

Girl Online
From YouTube sensation Zoella (Zoe
Sugg) comes a debut coming-of-age
novel that perfectly captures what it
means to grow up and fall in love in
today’s digital world. Girl Online
($17.99, Atria, 9781476797458) tells
the story of Penny, who blogs her hid-
den feelings about friendship, boys,

high school drama, her crazy family, and the panic
attacks that have begun to take over her
life. When things go from bad to worse,
her family whisks her away from
England to New York, where she meets
Noah, a gorgeous, guitar-strumming
American. Suddenly Penny is falling in
love — and capturing every moment of
it on her blog. But Noah has a secret,
too, one that threatens to ruin Penny’s
cover — and her closest friendship —
forever. Gift this book to someone who
needs to take a break from her smart-
phone! Avail. 11/25

Prince Lestat
Anne Rice resurrects The Vampire
Chronicles with a story you can really
sink your teeth into, Prince Lestat
($28.95, Knopf, 9780307962522). Now
that vampires have proliferated out of
control, old vampires are roused from
slumber to do the bidding of a Voice
commanding them to rid the world of

their younger upstarts. Anyone with an interest in the
supernatural — or a certain thirst — will be sure to
appreciate this hypnotic mystery-thriller.

Inferno
Fans of action/adventure thrillers
like The DaVinci Code are sure to
treasure this gorgeous illustrated
edition of Inferno ($40,
Doubleday, 9780385539852), fea-
turing Harvard professor of sym-
bology Robert Langdon (who may
or may not look like Tom Hanks).

Dan Brown takes readers deep into the heart of Italy in
this sumptuously entertaining novel filled with the beau-
ty of classical Italian art, history, and literature —
brought to life by more than 200 breathtaking color
images — while also posing provocative questions about
the role of cutting-edge science in our future.
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We know that lots of things are
good for us … vegetables, exercise,
drinking water, and getting a good
night’s sleep. Who knew that read-
ing — slowly — benefits our brain
and reduces stress?
In an article that appeared in the
Wall Street Journal’s section on

health and wellness, we read the fascinating stories on how
reading is evolving in a world of constant interruptions. We were
captivated with a story of a book group in New Zealand whose
members of all ages agreed to ditch their gadgets and gather to
simply sit and read in silence. They are not there to discuss any
particular book, but to escape their busy lives, sink into a stuffed
chair, and regain some balance in their lives.
Research published in the journal Neurology points to the
importance of engaging in mentally challenging activities,
including reading, to slow memory loss as we age. Studies have
shown that reading (not skimming) improves comprehension,
reduces stress, and even deepens our ability to think, listen, and
empathize. 
What we loved most about the article were the tips for making
time to read, like going to a place with no distractions and leav-
ing a printed book lying around the house to remind you to
read. They also suggest dedicating at least 30 to 45 minutes to
reading — anything less won’t allow you to immerse yourself in
your reading. How about that, an invitation to take time for
yourself to do something you enjoy?!
We can choose not to be engulfed with anxiety over checking in
with your gadget multiple times per minute and prevent a grow-
ing inability to focus. Just take time to read. You’ll reduce stress
levels and add calm and peace to your day.
And do we have books to tempt everyone! In this issue of The
Octavian, we take a special look at all of the new releases to
choose just a few of the most entertaining, amazing, engaging,
delicious, life- and world-expanding new books of the season.
You’ll find remarkably creative fiction, mesmerizing memoirs,
fascinating works that teach us lessons in history and look to the
possibilities of the future. 
For children, there are so many fun, colorful, funny books that
you’ve just got to come into the store and let us recommend
some for the children on your gift list. 
From grandpa and grandma to your mail carrier, hard-working
teachers to friends who invite you over during the holidays,
there are gifts we can recommend to fit a wide variety of budg-
ets and match a vast array of interests. While you’re here, find
something delightful to read yourself as we look toward the
post-holiday winter months.
During the holiday season and all throughout the year, we want
you to know just how much we appreciate your business. Thank
you for being champions of reading and sharing your enthusi-
asm by giving books as gifts. We hope you enjoy the holidays and
find a quiet corner for some peaceful moments. We look for-
ward to seeing you soon at Octavia Books!

Dear Booklover,

OCTAVIA BOOKS BOOK CLUB
Third Saturday at 10:30 am

December — No meeting. Enjoy the holiday season!

Saturday, January 17, 10:30 am
Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad
A masterpiece of twentieth-century writing, Heart of Darkness ($14,
Penguin, 9780140281637) exposes the tenuous fabric that holds civi-
lization together and the brutal horror at the center of European colo-
nialism. Conrad’s crowning achievement recounts Marlow’s physical
and psychological journey deep into the heart of the Belgian Congo in
search of the mysterious trader Kurtz. 

OCTAVIA BOOKS SCIENCE FICTION BOOK CLUB
Second Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, December 13, 10:30 am
Permutation City by Greg Egan
What happens when your digital self overpowers your physical self? 
A life in Permutation City is unlike any life to which you’re accus-
tomed. You have Eternal Life, the power to live forever. Immortality is
a real thing, just not the thing you’d expect. From the brilliant mind of
Greg Egan, Permutation City ($15.99, Night Shade, 9781597805391)
comes a world of wonder that makes you ask if you are you, or is the
Copy of you the real you?

Saturday, January 10, 10:30 am
Lexicon by Max Barry
From the bestselling author of Wool is Lexicon ($16, Penguin,
9780143125426), a thrilling action adventure based on reclaiming a
word that is known to kill.

COME JOIN THE CONVERSATION!

BOOK CLUBS

A Tightly Raveled Mind
This is an insanely readable debut from Diane Lawson. The cen-
tral character, Dr. Nora Goodman, psychoanalyst, estranged
from her know-it-all, everyone-knows-my-name-in-this-town,
psychoanalyst husband, tries her best to maintain her kids, her
love life, her practice, and her grip. Armed with her Freud
action figure, her pad, and her couch, Goodman comes to the
uneasy conclusion someone is monkeying with her patients as
one after another dies or disappears in A Tightly Raveled
Mind ($16.95, Cinco Puntos Press, 9781935955924).  
— Veronica Brooks-Sigler

May We Recommend …



Love, Life, & How We Get Along
Us
What holds marriages and families together? And what
happens when everything threatens to fall apart? With
wit, compassion, and intelligence, David Nicholls tells
the story of Connie and Douglas Petersen and their sev-
enteen-year-old son Albie. After 30 years, Connie
announces her desire to divorce, just as the family is
about to leave on a month-long tour of European capi-
tals. Will this summer be Douglas’s last as a husband, or
the moment when he turns his marriage, and maybe
even his whole life, around? Find out in Us ($26.99,
Harper, 9780062365583), a moving meditation on the
demands of marriage and parenthood.

The Heart Has Its Reasons
A talented college professor in Madrid, Blanca Perea
seems to have it all. But her world is suddenly shattered
when her husband of twenty years leaves her for anoth-
er woman. Questioning the life she once had and
whether she truly knows herself, Blanca resolves to
change her surroundings. In The Heart Has Its Reasons
($26, Atria, 9781451668339), bestselling author Maria
Duenas pours heart and soul into this story of a woman
who discovers the power of second chances.

Something Rich and Strange
No one captures the complexities of Appalachia as
indelibly as author and poet Ron Rash. Something Rich
and Strange ($24.99, Ecco, 9780062349347) showcases
Rash’s craftsmanship in thirty works of short fiction that
demonstrate his ability to evoke the heart and soul of
this land and its people. Filled with suspense and myth,
hope and heartbreak, these stories reflect the tradition-
al and the modern, the old and new south, tenderness
and violence, man and nature.

The Boston Girl
Now 85 years old, Addie Baum is asked by her 22-year-
old granddaughter, “How did you get to be the woman
you are today?” Addie reflects on her life growing up in
Boston, the daughter of Jewish immigrants suspicious of
the “new” America. Just as she did in The Red Tent,
beloved author Anita Diamant brings us a moving por-
trait of one woman’s complicated life in The Boston Girl
($26, Scribner, 9781439199350), a fascinating look at a
generation of women finding their places in a changing
world.

Skylight
A faded apartment building in 1940s Lisbon is the setting for
the intertwined stories of its residents, as told by Jose
Saramago, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature (1998).
Written in 1953 but previously unpublished (perhaps
because of its explicit sexuality), Skylight ($26, Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, 9780544090026) allows us to see the char-
acters’ most intimate moments as well as the casual encoun-
ters particular to neighbors living in close proximity.

Citizens Creek
Lalita Tademy, author of the Oprah Book Club Pick Cane
River, brings us the story of Cow Tom, a once-enslaved man
who buys his freedom after serving as a translator during the
American Indian Wars, and his granddaughter Rose, who
sustains his legacy of courage. Citizens Creek ($26, Atria
Books, 9781476753034), a breathtaking tale of identity,
community and family, will take you into a little known
chapter of American history and remind you of the power of
an individual’s will to make a difference.

Mermaids in Paradise
While honeymooning at a Caribbean resort, Deb and
Chip meet a marine biologist who claims to have spot-
ted mermaids in a nearby coral reef. When the resort’s
parent company wants to turn the reef into a theme
park, the newlyweds join forces with an ex-Navy SEAL
and a Tokyo VJ to save the mermaids. Lydia Millet’s
latest, Mermaids in Paradise ($25.95, Liveright,
9780393245622), is her funniest novel yet.
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The Escape
Fans of David Baldacci’s previous thrillers will have
already come to know John Puller. A combat veteran and
special agent with the U.S. Army, Puller is the man they
call to investigate the toughest crimes facing the nation.
But all his training, all his experience, all his skills will not
prepare him for his newest case, one that will force him to
hunt down the most formidable and brilliant prey he has
ever tracked: his own brother. The Escape ($28, Grand
Central, 9781455521197) is yet another example of
Baldacci as one of the world’s most popular, widely-read
storytellers.

The Burning Room
“[Detective Harry] Bosch has become one of the most
popular and enduring figures in American crime fiction,”
says Kevin Nance in The Chicago Tribune. In Michael
Connelly’s latest novel, The Burning Room ($28, Little,
Brown, 9780316225939), Bosch and his new partner, rook-
ie detective Lucia Soto, investigate a recent murder where
the trigger was pulled nine years earlier. With a dead body
still fresh but all other evidence virtually nonexistent, they
are tasked with solving what turns out to be a highly
charged, politically sensitive case. The author of 26 previ-
ous novels, Connelly — and Bosch — is at the top of his
game.

Betrayed
Maverick lawyer Judy Carrier, with the all-female law firm
of Rosato & Associates, takes the lead in a case that’s
more personal than ever. Judy has always championed the
underdog, so when Iris, the housekeeper and best friend of
Judy’s beloved Aunt Barb, is found dead of an apparent
heart attack, Judy begins to suspect foul play. She must set
her own personal dramas aside to investigate, and finds
herself plunged into a world of shadowy characters. In
Betrayed ($27.99, St. Martin’s Press, 9781250027702), Lisa
Scottoline again demonstrates why she is one of the top
legal thriller writers.

Hush
When Riley Cowan finds her estranged husband Jeff dead,
she doesn’t believe it was a suicide — especially because
Jeff’s father was behind one of the biggest financial fraud
cases of all time. FBI agent Finn Bradley — Riley’s love
interest from way back when — agrees to help locate the
irate investor who might be the murderer. Romantic sus-
pense is the name of the game in Karen Robards’s latest,
Hush ($26, Gallery, 9781476766584).

Finding Clues, Delivering Justice
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The Girl Next Door
In the waning months of WW II, a group of children dis-
cover an earthen tunnel in their neighborhood outside
London. The space becomes their “secret garden,” where
the friends play games and tell stories. When construction
workers unearth a box with skeletal remains six decades
later, the friends come together once again to recall their
days in the tunnel for the detective investigating the case.
In The Girl Next Door ($26, Scribner, 9781476784328),
Ruth Rendell brilliantly shatters assumptions about age,
showing that the choices people make remain as potent in
late life as they were in youth. 

Moriarty
The only writer to earn the seal of approval from Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s estate, Anthony Horowitz explores what
really happened when Sherlock Holmes and his arch neme-
sis Professor Moriarty tumbled to their doom at the
Reichenbach Falls. Moriarty ($26.99, Harper, 978-
0062377180) tells the story of the particularly fiendish crim-
inal mastermind who intends to succeed Moriarty as he is
pursued by a Pinkerton detective and Scotland Yard inspec-
tor. A riveting, atmospheric tale of murder and menace.

A Map of Betrayal
When Lilian Shang unearths her Chinese-born father’s
diary, she is shocked by the secrets it contains. Lilian knew
that her father had been convicted of spying for
Communist China, but never knew of the pain and longing
his double life entailed — including a secret second family
he left behind in China. A Map of Betrayal ($26.95,
Pantheon, 9780307911605) is a portrayal of a multination-
al family and an unflinching inquiry into the meaning of
citizenship, patriotism, and home — a spy novel that only
Ha Jin could write.

The Forgers
The rare book world is stunned when a reclusive collector,
Adam Diehl, is found on the floor of his Montauk home:
hands severed, surrounded by valuable inscribed books
and original manuscripts that have been vandalized
beyond repair. Adam’s sister, Meghan, and her lover, Will
— a convicted if unrepentant literary forger — struggle to
come to terms with the murder. But when Will begins
receiving threatening letters from someone who knows
secrets about Adam’s death and Will’s past, he under-
stands his own life is also on the line. In The Forgers ($24,
Mysterious Press, 9780802123213), Bradford Morrow
reveals the passion that drives collectors to the razor-sharp
edge of morality.

Available
12/1

Available
11/25

Available
11/18

Available
12/2



In the Afterlight
Liam, the boy Ruby loves, may never forgive her for
erasing his memories of her. Meanwhile, sparks are fly-
ing between Ruby and Liam’s bad-boy older brother,
Cole, who has a volatile secret of his own. Alexandra
Bracken delivers the finale to her bestselling Darkest
Minds trilogy about survival and love in a terrifying
future America with In the Afterlight ($18.99, Disney
Press, 9781423157526) — when there is no room for
error. One wrong move could be the spark that sets the
world on fire. Ages 12-17

Stitching Snow
Seventeen-year-old Essie, a master at repairing robots
and drones on the frozen mining planet Thanda, is
pulled into a war by handsome and mysterious Dane
after his shuttle crash-lands near her home. In her
enthralling debut, Stitching Snow ($17.99, Disney
Press, 9781423185079), R.C. Lewis offers a remarkable
futuristic retelling of Snow White. Ages 12-17

The Lost
James Patterson brings the fifth and final book in the
bestselling Witch & Wizard saga to a head by exposing
the nature of power — and what it means for the
heroes that have it. Whit and Wisty Allgood have
fought and defeated their world’s most pernicious
threats: the evil dictator as well as his wicked father and
son. But just as the heroic witch and wizard start to set-
tle into their new roles in governance, a deadly crime
wave grips their city and the siblings find themselves
persecuted as the city turns against all those who pos-
sess magic in The Lost ($18, Little Brown, 978-
0316207706). Ages 11-15

The Last American Vampire
Seth Grahame-Smith, whose amazing mash-up
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter found a huge audi-
ence, returns with The Last American Vampire ($27,
Grand Central, 9781455502127). Mark your calendar
for a mid-January dive into another sweeping, alternate
history of 20th Century America when vampire Henry
Sturges, still feeling the shock of Lincoln’s death, heads
out on an epic road trip up to the assassination of
President Kennedy.

Deep & Mysterious Books Define Us
The Republic of Imagination
Ten years ago, Azar Nafisi electrified readers with her
million-copy bestseller, Reading Lolita in Tehran, which
told the story of how, against the backdrop of morality
squads and executions, she taught The Great Gatsby
and other classics to her eager students in Iran. In this
exhilarating follow-up, Nafisi offers an impassioned,
beguiling, and utterly original tribute to the vital
importance of fiction in a democratic society. What
Reading Lolita in Tehran was to Iran, The Republic of
Imagination ($28.95, Viking, 9780670026067) is to
America.

Rainbow in the Cloud
Maya Angelou’s words have traveled the world and
transformed lives — inspiring, strengthening, healing.
Her sage advice, humorous quips, and pointed obser-
vations culled from the author’s great works are now
presented in Rainbow in the Cloud: The Wisdom and
Spirit of Maya Angelou ($20, RH, 9780812996456),
including contributions by her son Guy Johnson who
shared some of his mother’s most powerful sayings. A
treasured keepsake and beautiful tribute.

Novel Interiors
Lisa Giramonti inspires a new approach to decorating
by teaching us through the lens of worlds we may
already know and love. With aspirational photographs
by World of Interiors photographer Ivan Terestchenko,
entertaining quotes, and tailored reading lists, Novel
Interiors ($35, Potter Style, 9780385345996) reveals
the essence and details of interiors mentioned in great
literary works. A wonderful gift for all who love being
surrounded by their books.
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Let’s Read Together!
Little Blue Truck’s Christmas
It’s the most wonderful time of the year and Little Blue
Truck is spreading cheer by delivering Christmas trees
to his animal friends. With the gentle rhythm of the
words by Alice Schertle and signature illustration style
of Jill McElmurry, Little Blue Truck’s Christmas
($14.99, Harcourt Brace, 9780544320413) — complete
with twinkling lights — is filled with holiday warmth.
Ages 3-6

Simon and the Bear
Before Simon sails to America, he promises his family
that he will get a job and send for them. Simon’s moth-
er knows he will need a miracle, so she reminds him to
celebrate Hanukkah wherever he may be. Eric
Kimmel’s Simon and the Bear ($16.99, Disney Press,
9781423143550) celebrates eight miracles: family,
friendship, hope, selflessness, sharing, faith, courage,
and love. Ages 4-7

Frankenstein’s Fright 
Before Christmas
Twelve young monsters live in an old, deteriorating
Victorian house with their guardian, Miss Devel. Santa
experiences a whole series of mishaps while trying to
deliver presents to the little monsters and instead of a
present, young Frankenstein asks Santa to teach him
how to fly. You’ll laugh yourself silly as the monsters
pile into the sleigh and head for the North Pole in
Frankenstein’s Fright Before Christmas ($16.99,
Feiwel & Friends, 9780312553678), pure slapstick com-
edy from author Rick Walton and illustrator Nathan
Hale. Ages 4-8

Natalie the Christmas 
Stocking Fairy
Jack Frost never gets anything in his Christmas stock-
ing, so this year, he’s decided that nobody else will,
either! He’s stolen Natalie the Christmas Stocking
Fairy’s three magic objects. Without them, Natalie
can’t make sure that kids all over the world get their
special presents. Can Kirsty and Rachel help their
newest fairy friend? Or is the Christmas magic about to
fizzle and fade? Help find the magic objects in all three
stories inside Rainbow Magic Special Edition: Natalie
the Christmas Stocking Fairy ($6.99, Scholastic,
9780545605403) by Daisy Meadows — and help save
the Christmas stocking magic! Ages 7-10
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Mix It Up!
In a glorious companion to Press Here, Herve
Tullet has us all giggling as we gain an under-
standing of colors in Mix It Up! ($15.99,
Chronicle, 9781452137353), a dazzling adven-
ture of whimsy — and wonder. Ages 3-6

You and Me
Discover how fate brought two cat best friends
together in You and Me ($14.95, Abrams,
9781419711978) a sweet story written in
rhyming verse. Favorite author Susan Verde
(The Museum) and bestselling illustrator Peter
Reynolds (The North Star) give us the perfect
loving ode to friendship. All ages.

Once Upon an Alphabet
Oliver Jeffers, bestselling illustrator of The
Day the Crayons Quit, takes us on a creative
journey from A through Z in Once Upon an
Alphabet: Short Stories for All the Letters
($26.99, Philomel, 9780399167911). Slyly
funny and gorgeously illustrated, this series of
interconnected stories and characters explores
the alphabet in a way you’ve never before
experienced. Ages 3-5

Circle, Square, Moose
Fun stories with themes of friendship, explo-
ration, and conflict resolution along with the
concept of shapes makes Circle, Square,
Moose ($17.99, Greenwillow, 9780062290038)
an ideal book to read aloud. Moose infiltrates
the book and it is up to his best friend, Zebra,
to restore order and save the day in this award-
winning triumph from Kelly Bingham and Paul
O. Zelinsky. Ages 4-8

The Princess in Black
Who says princesses don’t wear black? When
trouble raises its blue monster head, Princess
Magnolia ditches her flouncy dresses and
becomes the Princess in Black! While she is
having hot chocolate and scones with Duchess
Wigtower a big blue monster is threatening the
goats — and stopping monsters is no job for
dainty Princess Magnolia. From award-win-
ning writing team of Shannon and Dean Hale
and illustrator LeUyen Pham, The Princess in
Black ($14.99, Candlewick, 9780763665104) is
the first in a humorous and action-packed
chapter book series. Ages 6-8



Spirit Animals: 
Tales of the Great Beasts
In the world of Erdas, there’s a story of four animals who
sacrificed everything to protect their homes. There is
Briggan the Wolf, Uraza the Leopard, Jhi the Panda,

and Essix the Falcon. Before they were spirit ani-
mals, they were legends. Wise, cunning, gentle
and ruthless, you’ll discover the tales of the true
heroes and villains in the war that started it all in

Spirit Animals: Tales of the Great Beasts ($12.99,
Scholastic, 9780545695169). Ages 9-12 

The Magician’s Fire
Young Harry Houdini spends his days with his two best
friends, Arthur and Billie. But when Harry’s friend and
magical mentor, Herbie, disappears, the three friends
band together, determined to rescue the beloved magi-
cian. With nothing more than a mysterious puff of pur-
ple smoke, an ominous threat, and a menacing
Bulgarian for evidence, they embark on a dangerously
thrilling investigation that pushes their skill, and friend-
ship, to the limits in The Magician’s Fire ($15.99,
Jabberwocky, 9781492603320), the first in the Young
Houdini series by Simon Nicholson. Ages 10-13

Pennyroyal Academy
Pennyroyal Academy is seeking bold, courageous youths
to become tomorrow’s princesses and knights. A girl
from the forest arrives in a bustling kingdom with no
name and no idea why she is there, only to find herself
at the center of a world at war. She is given the name
“Evie,” and as she learns what it truly means to be a
princess, she realizes surprising things about herself and
her family, about human compassion and inhuman cru-
elty. Pennyroyal Academy ($16.99, Putnam,
9780399163241) is the masterful debut of M.A. Larson
that combines adventure, humor, and magical mischief.
Ages 10+

Atlantia
“Can you hear Atlantia breathing?” For as long as she
can remember, Rio has dreamt of the sand and sky
Above — of life beyond her underwater city of Atlantia.
But in a single moment, all her plans for the future are
thwarted when her twin sister, Bay, makes an unexpect-
ed decision, stranding Rio Below. Guided by a danger-
ous and unlikely mentor, Rio formulates a plan that
leads to increasingly treacherous questions about her
mother’s death, her own destiny, and the complex sys-
tem constructed to govern the divide between land and sea. 
Go on an extraordinary adventure with bestselling author 
Ally Condie in Atlantia ($18.99, Dutton, 9780525426448). 
Ages 12-17

I Love to Read!
Emma and the Blue Genie
Cornelia Funk, beloved author of Inkheart, brings her
imagination, adventure, and humor to Emma and the Blue
Genie ($9.99, Random House, 9780385375405). One night,
Emma finds a mysterious green bottle floating in the
ocean. When she pulls out the stopper, she sets a blue
genie free! Most genies grant three wishes, but Karim can’t
grant even one anymore. A yellow genie stole his magic
nose ring, leaving him small, powerless, and trapped in that
bottle. Emma and her noodle-tailed dog have to help
Karim get his nose ring — and his magic — back in this
story that feels like its own magic carpet ride. Ages 7-9 

Waiting Is Not Easy!
Piggie has a surprise for Gerald, but he is going to have to
wait for it. And wait. And wait some more… Caldecott
Honor winner (and favorite author/illustrator) Mo Willems
(Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! and Knuffle Bunny)
tests our patience in his latest Elephant and Piggie adven-
ture, Waiting Is Not Easy! ($8.99, Disney Press,
9781423199571). Ages 6-8

The Blazing Star
In the fourth book in Erin Hunter’s bestselling Warriors
series, The Dawn of the Clans arc takes us back to the earli-
est days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest
and began to forge the warrior code. After each group has
agreed to a truce, a deadly disease threatens to strike deep
into the heart of both camps and the cats must work togeth-
er to find the only thing that can save them. Jump into the
action in The Blazing Star ($16.99, HarperCollins,
9780062063588). Ages 8-12

Rain Reign
Rose Howard is obsessed with homonyms. She’s thrilled that
her own name is a homonym, and she purposely gave her
dog Rain a name with two homonyms (Reign, Rein). When
a storm hits their rural town and Rain goes missing, Rose has
to find her dog, even if it means leaving her routines and safe
places to search. Ann M. Martin, author of the treasured
Babysitter series, gives us a powerful story of a girl with emo-
tional challenges and the dog she loves in Rain Reign
($16.99, Feiwel & Friends, 9780312643003). Ages 9-12
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Jerry Lee Lewis
A monumental figure on the American landscape, Jerry
Lee Lewis spent his childhood raising hell in Ferriday,
Louisiana, and Natchez, Mississippi; galvanized the
world with hit records that gave rock and roll its devil’s
edge; caused riots and boycotts with his incendiary per-
formances; suffered the deaths of two sons and two
wives, and the indignity of an IRS raid that left him with
nothing but the broken-down piano he started with.
Jerry Lee Lewis: His Own Story ($27.99, Harper,
9780062078223) is the Killer’s life as he lived it, and as he
shared it over two years with the greatest bard of
Southern life: Rick Bragg.

Billy Joel
Billy Joel began his journey as a pint-sized kid growing up
in a cookie-cutter Long Island suburb and later as a rest-
less artist who broke into the 1970’s songwriting scene.
After sitting down with Joel for over 100 hours of exclu-
sive interviews, Fred Schruers brings to life the stories
that live within Joel’s songs and the path that made him a
world-class music legend in Billy Joel ($29, Crown,
9780804140195).

Even This I Get to Experience
Norman Lear, the legendary creator of iconic television
programs All in the Family, Sanford and Son, Maude,
Good Times, The Jeffersons, and others, remade our tel-
evision culture — while leading a life of unparalleled
political, civic, and social involvement. Even This I Get To
Experience ($32.95, Penguin, 9781594205729), filled with
storytelling and humor, is Lear’s own story of a life fully
lived.

You’re Not Lost If You Can Still 
See the Truck
Bill Heavey has become famous as America’s everyman
outdoorsman through his writing for Field & Stream, the
Washington Post, Outdoors, and other publications, where
he was unafraid to draw attention to his many and varied
failures. With Heavey’s trademark witty candor, You’re
Not Lost if You Can Still See the Truck ($25, Atlantic
Monthly, 9780802123022) traces a life lived outdoors
through the good, the bad — and the downright hilarious.

Fascinating Lives
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Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis:
The Untold Story
Her life story has been scrutinized countless times, yet
biographer Barbara Leaming shows us Jackie as she has
never been seen before — from the spirited young
woman’s rejection of a predictable life beyond the trauma
of her husband’s murder to seek a very different kind of

life. Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis: The
Untold Story ($27.99, Thomas Dunne,
9781250017642) is a moving and very personal
portrait.

The Great Reformer
Austen Ivereigh, a journalist and commentator on religious
and political affairs, tells the story not only of Jorge Mario
Bergoglio — the remarkable man whose background and
total commitment to the discernment of God’s will trans-
formed him into Pope Francis — but delves into how he is
using the power of his position to challenge and redirect
one of the world’s most formidable religions in The Great
Reformer ($30, Henry Holt, 9781627791571).

Mr. Hockey
Gordie Howe is hockey’s greatest living legend, having an
incredible six decades in the sport and even playing for six
years with his own two sons, Mark and Marty. The Hall of
Famer has dominated both the sport and the record
books, yet his name has long been a byword for decency
and generosity. In Mr. Hockey ($27.95, Putnam,
9780399172915), we learn about his Depression-era
childhood and early obstacles, the ups and downs of his
spectacular career, his enduring marriage and close rela-
tionship with his children, and his thoughts on the game
of hockey today in Gordie Howe’s own words. 

Available
12/9

Available
11/25



Understanding Our World
No Hero
In a companion volume to No Easy Day where former
Navy Seal Mark Owen provided a first-hand account of
the mission that killed Osama bin Laden, No Hero: 
The Evolution of a Navy Seal ($27.95, Dutton, 978-
0525954521) offers a close-up view of the personal expe-
riences and values that made Owen and the SEALs he
served with capable of executing the missions we read
about in the headlines. 

The Accidental Superpower
While America’s place in the world may appear to be
weakening at the moment, strategist Peter Zeihan exam-
ines how geography, combined with demography and
energy independence, is paving the way for one of the
great turning points in history, and one in which America
reasserts its global dominance in The Accidental
Superpower ($28, Twelve, 9781455583669). From our
knowledge and abilities in technology to our geography,
Zeihan explains how America is now the only developed
country with enough young adults to maintain both eco-
nomic growth and capital generation beyond 2020.

The Wars of the Roses
The crown of England changed hands five times over the
course of the fifteenth century, as two branches of the
Plantagenet dynasty fought to the death for the right to
rule. In this entertaining follow-up to The Plantagenets,
celebrated historian Dan Jones describes how the
longest-reigning British royal family tore itself apart
until it was finally replaced by the Tudors. Devour The
Wars of the Roses ($36, Penguin, 9780670026678) and
look for the four-part television series in 2015.

Village of Secrets
High in the mountains of the Ardeche in eastern France
lie tiny, remote villages united by a long and particular
history. During the Second World War, the inhabitants
of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon and its parishes saved thou-
sands wanted by the Gestapo: resisters, Freemasons,
communists, and, above all, Jews, many of them orphans
whose parents had been deported to concentration
camps. In Village of Secrets: Defying the Nazis in Vichy
France ($27.99, Harper, 9780062202475), bestselling
author Caroline Moorehead reveals and pays tribute to
a group of heroic individuals for whom saving others
became more important than their own lives.

The Edge of the Sky
Using just a thousand of the most common words in the
English language, Roberto Trotta tells the story of the
most important discoveries and mysteries in modern cos-
mology — from the big bang to black holes, from dark
matter to dark energy — in The Edge of the Sky ($16.99,
Basic, 9780465044719). Simple, but by no means simplis-
tic, Trotta explains our complex, yet fascinating universe
on a human scale in this beautiful and engaging book.

Political Order and Political Decay
Taking up the essential question of how societies develop
strong, impersonal, and accountable political institutions,
Francis Fukuyama follows the story from the French
Revolution to the so-called Arab Spring and the deep dys-
functions of contemporary American politics in Political
Order and Political Decay ($35, FSG, 9780374227357). In
this long-awaited second volume to his bestselling Origins
of Political Order, Fukuyama offers a sweeping account of
the struggle to create a well-functioning modern state —
and boldly reckons with the political paralysis of the West
and the future of democracy.

Nothing Is True and 
Everything Is Possible
In the new Russia, even dictatorship is a reality show. It
is a world erupting with new money and new power,
changing so fast it breaks all sense of reality, home to a
form of dictatorship — far subtler than twentieth-centu-
ry strains — that is rapidly rising to challenge the West.
Peter Pomerantev offers an unforgettable voyage into a
country spinning from decadence to madness in 
Nothing Is True and Everything Is Possible ($25.99,
PublicAffairs, 9781610394550). 

The Internet Is Not the Answer
There is no doubt that the internet, and the new busi-
nesses it has enabled since its founding in the ‘60s, has
transformed the world forever. Yet the internet has its
dark side according to Silicon Valley entrepreneur
Andrew Keen, like privacy issues and data mining by big
business, not to mention the way it encourages a culture
of distraction, vulgarity, and narcissism. In The Internet
Is Not the Answer ($25, Atlantic Monthly,
9780802123138), Keen identifies what’s necessary to turn
the internet into a tool that fosters art, small business,
innovation, and personal freedom. Avail. 1/6
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The Pollan Family Table
For generations, the Pollans have used fresh, local
ingredients to cook healthy, irresistible meals.
Michael Pollan, whose books have changed our cul-
ture and the way we think about food, offers the
foreword while family members Corky, Lori, Dana
and Tracy Pollan invite us into their kitchens, sharing
more than 100 of their family’s best recipes in The
Pollan Family Table ($30, Scribner, 9781476746371).
Create the delicious meals and cultivate traditions
that bring everyone back to the table.

Around the Table
When Martina McBride isn’t entertaining her mil-
lions of fans on the road as one of country music’s
most beloved singers, she’s home hosting famous
gatherings for family and friends. A farm girl true to
her roots, Martina shares her recipes and tips that
make entertaining easy and enjoyable in Around the
Table: Recipes and Inspiration for Gatherings
Throughout the Year ($29.99, Wm. Morrow,
9780062323910). Beautiful color photos and
Martina’s personal memories make this a delightful
keepsake whether you’re a Martina McBride fan,
are an avid cookbook reader, or simply appreciate
the down-home, comfortable style of entertaining.

Fabio’s American Home Kitchen
Chef Fabio Viviani was born and raised in Florence,
Italy, where he perfected Italian cooking that has
made him famous, but has embraced the food of his
new home with a passion. Written in Fabio’s charm-
ing voice, Fabio’s Home K itchen ($30, Hyperion,
9781401312848) presents more than 125 Italian-
inspired recipes that are easy to follow with items
found easily in any well-stocked supermarket to
savor while you’re eating at home alone or entertain-
ing a crowd.

How to Cook Everything Fast
Mark Bittman has been teaching us how to cook for
years, and now, acknowledging the busy nature of
our lives, shows us the short-cuts and tips for having
a meal ready in anywhere from 15 to 45 minutes.
Bittman shows how anyone can spend just a little
time cooking and be able to make 2,000 innovative
recipes that are delicious, varied, exciting, — and
made from scratch — in How to Cook Everything
Fast ($35, HMH, 9780470936306). A perfect gift for
all who want to greet the new year with a resolution
to enjoy more meals at home.

Eat, Laugh & Love
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Dogs in Cars
Can’t you just picture them … leaning out the
window with tongues hanging and ears flapping?
Photographer Lara Jo Regan goes to great
lengths to get these amazing shots, including
using a special harness that allows her to lean out
the window and snap photos to capture the
moment. Dog lovers will just love the photos of
the cruising canines in Dogs in Cars ($19.95,
Countryman, 9781581572797). 

Glimpsing Heaven
If you know someone who has lost a loved one,
Glimpsing Heaven ($25, National Geographic,
9781426213700) is a beautiful gift that shares sto-
ries of those who died and then returned to life
with lucid, vivid memories of what occurred while
they were dead — with conclusions that are aston-
ishing. Journalist Judy Bachrach shares the stories
of individuals, scientific researchers, and medical
practitioners to unravel the mysteries of the after-
life — and redefine the meaning of both life and
death.

Me, Myself, and Us
Are you hardwired for happiness, or born to
brood? Do you think you’re in charge of your
future, or do you surf the waves of unknowable
fate? Why do we do what we do? Pioneering
research psychologist Brian Little provides a live-
ly, thought-provoking, and ultimately optimistic
look at the possibilities and perils of being unique-
ly ourselves, while illuminating the selves of the
familiar strangers we encounter, work with, and
love in Me, Myself, and Us ($26.99, PublicAffairs,
9781586489670). A wise and witty look at how to
better understand ourselves and others.

JOY
HOPE
LOVE 
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LOCAL FLAVORS
New Orleans 
Homes 
at Christmas
Peek into some of the
city’s most lavishly
adorned private resi-
dences with Bonnie
Warren and Cheryl

Gerber and enjoy the elaborate decora-
tions, history, and exclusive gatherings of
yuletide. From English Turn to the
Garden District, professional interior
designers show off their own personal
masterpieces in New Orleans Homes at
Christmas ($29.95, Pelican Publishing,
9781455619856).

The Essential 
Louisiana
Cookbook
Louisiana Life
“Kitchen Gourmet”
columnist Stanley
Dry, former senior

editor of Food & Wine magazine and
accomplished cook — brings all of the his-
tory, culture and spice together in his first
book, The Essential Louisiana Cookbook
($16.95, Renaissance Publishing). 

Luxury, Inequity
& Yellow Fever:
Living Legacies
and the Story of
Old New Orleans
Acclaimed photogra-
pher Kerri McCafferty

brings us beautiful photographs and
intriguing history that reveal intricate
details about 19th-centruy New Orleans.
Sweeping through two centuries, Luxury,
Inequity & Yellow Fever ($45, 978-
0615980973) takes us back to a time of
wealth and excess, slavery and social
upheaval, hurricanes and disease.

French Quarter 
Fables, Vol. One
Author and illustrator
Dalt Wonk offers his
“love letter” to the
French Quarter with 18
fables in verse. You’ll
meet animals, flowers

and insects in their natural habitat: a
frog in his courtyard lily pond, a rat in
the stone riprap on the levee, a roach in
the kitchen of a restaurant plus the exot-
ic animals offshore in this illustrated first
volume of French Quarter Fables ($25,
Luna Press, 9780989609531).

Imagining the Creole 
City: The Rise of Literary 
Culture in Nineteenth-
Century New Orleans
In the early years of the nine-
teenth century, the burgeoning
cultural pride of white Creoles in
New Orleans intersected with

America’s golden age of print, to explosive effect.
In Imagining the Creole City ($39.95, LSU Press,
9780807158234), Rien Fertel reveals the profusion
of literary histories and novels, poetry and plays
that white Creoles used to imagine themselves as a
unified community of writers and readers. 

The New Orleans Jazz 
Scene, 1970-2000: 
A Personal 
Retrospective
Thomas W. Jacobsen, a New
Orleans resident and longtime jazz
aficionado, offers a wide-ranging
history of the New Orleans jazz ren-

aissance in the last three decades of the twentieth
century, weaving local musical developments into
the larger context of the national jazz scene in The
New Orleans Jazz Scene 1970-2000 ($25, LSU Press,
9780807156988). 

Old Man River: 
The Mississippi River in
North American History
Pirates and riverboats, gamblers
and slaves, hustlers and landscape
painters, loggers and catfishers,
tourists and missionaries: The
Mississippi is a river of stories and

myth. Travel with Paul Schneider and meet a fasci-
nating cast of characters through history in Old
Man River ($20, Picador USA, 9781250053107).

The Louisiana Field Guide
Ryan Orgera and Wayne Parent
help us understand life in the
Pelican State with The Louisiana
Field Guide ($35, LSU Press,
978080715776). A must for every
NOLA home library.

Santa is Coming 
to New Orleans
Travel with Santa as he vis-
its Louis Armstrong Park,
the French Market,
Botanical Tree and other
places in Santa Is Coming

to New Orleans ($9.99, Jabberwocky,
9781492606949). Ages 4-8

DANNIELLE OWENS-REID and

KRISTIN RUSSO
This Is a Book for Parents of Gay K ids

VIVEK SHRAYA 
God Loves Hair

Tuesday, December 9, 7 pm
Central St. Matthew United Church of
Christ, 1333 S. Carrollton Ave.
Dannielle Owens-Reid and Kristin Russo have
helped millions of LGBTQ youth and families
throught their through award-winning website,
EveryoneIsGay.com. Please join us to welcome

them as they share inspiring stories. Parents will gain practical, straightforward
advice to improve communications and relationships with their gay children in
This Is a Book for Parents of Gay K ids ($18.95, Chronicle, 9781452127538).
Canadian author Vivek Shraya will read from his book of short stories, God
Loves Hair ($18.95, Arsenal Pulp Press, 9781551525433) following a tender,
intellectual, and curious child as he navigates complex realms of sexuality,
gender, racial politics, religion, and belonging.

TOVA MIRVIS
Visible City
Thursday, December 11, 7 pm
New Orleans JCC, Uptown - 5342 St. Charles Ave.
For fans of Meg Wolitzer and Allegra Goodman, you’ll
enjoy meeting Tova Mirvis and learning about her intimate
and provocative novel about three couples whose paths
intersect in their New York City neighborhood, forcing

them all to weigh the comfort of stability against the costs of change. With
enormous empathy and a keen observational eye, Mirvis introduces us to a
constellation of characters we all know: twenty-somethings unsure about com-
mitments they haven’t yet made; thirty-somethings unsure about the ones
they have; and sixty-somethings whose empty nest causes all sorts of doubt.
Visible City ($24, HMH, 9780544047747) invites us to examine those all-
important forks in the road, and the conflict between desire and loyalty.

BILL LOEHFELM
Doing the Devil’s Work
Thursday, January 15, 6 pm
Bill Loehfelm is a rising star in crime fiction. And his
Maureen Coughlin is the perfect protagonist: complicated,
strong-willed, sympathetic (except when she’s not), and as
fully realized in Loehfelm’s extraordinary portrayal as the
New Orleans she patrols. The first two installments in this

series won Loehfelm accolades as well as fans, and Doing the Devil’s Work ($26,
Sarah Crichton Books, 9780374298586) only ups the ante. It’s even faster,
sharper, and more thrilling than its predecessors. Taut and fiery, vibrant and
gritty, and peopled with unforgettable characters, we think you’ll love the sinu-
ous, provocative story of a good cop struggling painfully into her own.

LEE FARROW
Alexis in America: A Russian Grand Duke’s
Tour, 1871-1872
Tuesday, January 20, 6 pm
In the autumn of 1871, Alexis Romanov, the fourth son of Tsar
Alexander II of Russia, set sail from his homeland for an extend-
ed journey through the United States and Canada. The first
Russian royal ever to visit the United States, Alexis received a
tour through post-Civil War America that emphasized the
nation’s cultural unity. Lee Farrow brings history to life at

Octavia Books by taking us on tour with the Tsar when she joins us with her brand new
book, Alexis in America: A Russian Grand Duke’s Tour, 1871-1872 ($45, LSU Press,
9780807158395), engaging us in a unique moment in U.S./Russian relations.
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RICK BRAGG
Jerry Lee Lewis: His Own Story 
Friday, November 21, 6 pm
You will not want to miss this very special visit by master
storyteller and bestselling author Rick Bragg as he joins us
to talk about his new book about Jerry Lee Lewis.
A monumental figure on the American landscape, Jerry Lee Lewis
spent his childhood raising hell in Ferriday, Louisiana, and Natchez,
Mississippi; galvanized the world with hit records like “Whole Lotta
Shakin’ Goin’ On” and “Great Balls of Fire,” that gave rock and roll
its devil’s edge; caused riots and boycotts with his incendiary per-

formances; nearly scuttled his career by marrying his thirteen-year-old second cousin — his
third wife of seven; ran a decades-long marathon of drugs, drinking, and women; nearly met
his maker, twice; suffered the deaths of two sons and two wives, and the indignity of an IRS
raid that left him with nothing but the broken-down piano he started with; performed with
everyone from Elvis Presley to Keith Richards to Bruce Springsteen to Kid Rock — and sur-
vived it all to be hailed as “one of the most creative and important figures in American pop-
ular culture and a paradigm of the Southern experience.”
Jerry Lee Lewis: His Own Story ($27.99, Harper, 9780062078223) is the Killer’s life as he
lived it, and as he shared it over two years with our greatest bard of Southern life: Rick Bragg.

ERIC KIMMEL
Let’s Celebrate Hanukkah!
Sunday, November 23, 2 pm
Award-winning children’s author Eric
Kimmel, who has published over fifty
books, joins us with a special appearance to
read and sign his books Simon and the
Bear: A Hanukkah Tale ($16.99, Disney
Press, 9781423143550) and Hershel and the

Hanukkah Goblins ($17.95, Holiday House, 9780823431649), first published twenty-five
years ago. This celebration is co-sponsored with the PJ Library, the Jewish Community
Center, and the Jewish Day School.

GEORGE PACKER with JAMES CARVILLE
The Unwinding
Monday, November 24, 5 pm
You won’t want to miss this very special evening. James Carville will
introduce us to George Packer, one of the finest political journalists
of our generation. Packer won the National Book Award last year for
The Unwinding: An Inner History of the New America ($16, FSG,
9780374534608), a jolting examination of a nation in crisis, and will
make a presentation featuring his findings and will sign copies after
the event. 

Our American democracy is beset by a sense of crisis. Seismic economic shifts during a
single generation have created a country of winners and losers, leaving the social contract
in pieces and setting citizens adrift to find new paths forward. Packer portrays a super-
power in danger of coming apart at the seams, its elites no longer elite, its institutions no
longer relevant, its ordinary people left to improvise their own schemes for success and
salvation.

INDIES FIRST / 
SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY
Saturday, November 29 — All day
NOLA is a special community for many reasons, including the
number of independent businesses owned by local residents. Stop
by Octavia Books on Small Business Saturday and meet local
authors who will be working alongside our booksellers all day to
recommend great books to read and give as gifts! Feel free to also
slip in requests for signed copies of their books.

WALTER ISAACSON
The Innovators
Monday, December 1, 7 pm
New Orleans JCC, Uptown - 5342 St. Charles Ave.
Following his blockbuster biography of Steve Jobs, The Innovators:
How a Group of Hackers, Geniuses, and Geeks Created the Digital
Revolution ($35, S&S, 9781476708690) is Walter Isaacson’s reveal-
ing story of the people who created the computer and the Internet.
What were the talents that allowed certain inventors and entrepre-
neurs to turn their visionary ideas into disruptive realities? What led

to their creative leaps? Why did some succeed and others fail? Isaacson joins us to share
the fascinating stories of how their minds worked — and what made them so inventive.

MASON JAMES COLE
Buster Voodoo
Tuesday, December 2, 6 pm
Dixon Green is no stranger to fear. As the child of a Voodoo priest-
ess in a poor black neighborhood in 1940s New Orleans, he wit-
nesses brutality, desperation, and death. Sixty years later, Dixon is
a custodian at a second-rate theme park, watching the clock wind
down with a bottle in his hand. Children begin disappearing and 
as he begins to question his sanity, a deadly force looms on 
the horizon that is far more powerful than any boogeyman:
Hurricane Katrina.

Please join us to meet Mason James Cole and venture into a dark world on the brink of
disaster and the story of one man’s struggle to unravel the haunting mystery of his child-
hood in Buster Voodoo ($16.95, Permuted Press). 

IBRAHIMA SECK
Bouki Fait Gombo
Wednesday, December 3, 6 pm
As the Whitney Plantation Museum opens as a “site of memory
dedicated to a fuller understanding of the facts of slavery, our
national tragedy, an in-depth study of one of Louisiana’s most
important sugar plantations will be released: Bouki Fait Gombo
($18.95, UNO Press, 9781608010950). Join us to welcome Ibrahima
Seck, a member of the History Department of Cheikh Anta Diop
University of Dakar, Senegal, to learn the Whitney’s evolution —
from the precise routes slaves crossed to the plantation’s doors to

the records of the men, women, and children who were bound to the Whitney over the
years. Although Bouki Fait Gombo does not shy away from depicting the daily brutalities
slaves faced, at the book’s heart are the robust culinary and musical cultures that arose
from their shared homesickness and sense of community.

LAURA KELLEY
The Irish in New Orleans
Thursday, December 4, 6 pm
Dr. Laura Kelley’s Irish roots have driven her studies and
her writing and we are delighted to welcome her to cele-
brate the publication of The Irish in New Orleans
($24.95, Univ. of Louisiana at Lafayette, 97819357-
54534). Join us as historian Kelley tells the colorful,
amusing and often adventurous history of the Irish in
NOLA. From “Bloody” O’Reilly in the 18th century to

the great churches built by the Irish Famine immigrants in the 19th century, the city’s Irish
music scene to the wakes and funerary practices, you’ll discover the rich history and tra-
ditions of the Irish who came, settled, and now live in NOLA. 
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